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Georgia Performance Standards Framework 

Unit One Organizer:  Classification and Genetics  

(7 weeks) 

 

 OVERVIEW:   Students will complete activities to find out how scientists classify plants and animals into groups, how microorganisms can 

be beneficial or harmful, and how offspring inherit certain traits and learn other behaviors.  The students will be divided into groups where they 

will use this knowledge to write a screenplay for a science fiction movie!  Each group will choose a category of living organisms.  The movies 

must be based on real scientific facts about characteristics of the organisms, what it needs to survive and thrive, what is detrimental to it, and 

what happens to the offspring when it reproduces.  After the basic facts are established, the sky’s the limit!  Students should let their 

imaginations run free!  Once their screenplays are written and approved by the producer (the teacher), it is up to them to design sets, props, and 

wardrobe.  They will also direct and star in their sci-fi movies which will be videoed by the teacher.     

 

STANDARDS ADDRESSED IN THIS UNIT 

Focus Standards:   

S5L1.  Students will classify organisms into groups and relate how they determined the groups with how and why scientists use 

classification. 

a. Demonstrate how animals are sorted into groups (vertebrate and invertebrate) and how vertebrates are sorted into groups (fish,  

amphibian, reptile, bird, and mammal). 

b. Demonstrate how plants are sorted into groups. 

S5L2.  Students will recognize that offspring can resemble parents in inherited traits and learned behaviors. 

a. Compare and contrast the characteristics of learned behaviors and of inherited traits. 

b. Discuss what a gene is and the role genes play in the transfer of traits. 

Teacher note:  Be sensitive to this topic since biological parents may be unavailable. 

S5L4.  Students will relate how microorganisms benefit or harm larger organisms. 
a. Identify beneficial microorganisms and explain why they are beneficial. 

b. Identify harmful microorganisms and explain why they are harmful. 

 

 

http://www.georgiastandards.org
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STANDARDS ADDRESSED IN THIS UNIT 

Supporting Standards:  

Habits of the Mind  
S5CS4.  Students will use ideas of system, model, change, and scale in exploring scientific and technological matters. 

S5CS5.  Students will communicate scientific ideas and activities clearly. 

S5CS6.  Students will question scientific claims and arguments effectively. 

ELA5R1.  The student demonstrates comprehension and shows evidence of a warranted and responsible explanation of a variety of literary and 

informational texts.  The texts are of the quality and complexity illustrated by the Grade Five reading list. 

a. Relates a literary work to information about its setting. 

ELA5W1.  The student produces writing that establishes an appropriate organizational structure, sets a context and engages the reader, 

maintains a coherent focus throughout, and signals a satisfying closure. 

ELA5W3.  The student uses research and technology to support writing.   

ELA5LSV2.  The student listens to and views various forms of text and media in order to gather and share information, persuade others, and 

express and understand ideas. 

 

 

 

LITERATURE SELECTIONS 

Source of Recommendation Title Author ISBN 

NSTA Notable Author The Fungus That Ate My 

School 

Arthur Dorros 0-439-75539-5 

Parents Magazine Book of the Year Stellaluna Janell Cannon 0-15-280217-7 
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ENDURING UNDERSTANDINGS 

 All living organisms are classified into groups based on similar characteristics. 

 Organisms inherit certain characteristics from their parents, while certain behaviors are learned. 

 

 

 

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS:  

 How is scientific classification similar to solving a mystery?   

 What about me did I inherit from my parents, and what behaviors of mine have I learned? 

 What makes a particular organism survive and thrive, and what is detrimental to it? 

 

 

 

MISCONCEPTIONS PROPER CONCEPTIONS 

  

 Every living thing is an animal. 

 

 Humans are not animals. 

 

 Mushrooms are plants. 

 

 I am the way I am because I inherited all of my characteristics 

and behaviors from my parents. 

 

 

 

 Every living thing can be classified into groups based on its 

characteristics. 

 Humans are animals because they share similar characteristics 

with other mammals in the animal kingdom. 

 Mushrooms and other types of fungi are not plants because 

they do not have the ability to make their own food. 

 Many characteristics are inherited, but certain behaviors are 

learned. 
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CONCEPTS:  KNOW AND DO LANGUAGE EVIDENCE OF LEARNING 

 

Organisms are organized into 

groups based on similarities. 

 

 

 

 

All organisms need certain 

conditions in order to survive and 

thrive. 

 

 

 

Some characteristics are 

inherited while certain behaviors 

are learned. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Students will be able to describe 

the common characteristics of 

organisms. 

 

 

Students will be able to describe 

what conditions are conducive to 

the success of an organism as 

well as what is detrimental to the 

organism. 

 

 

Students will be able to 

differentiate between inherited 

traits and learned behaviors. 

 

Classification 

 

 

 

 

 

Environmental conditions 

Food 

 

 

 

 

Reproduction 

Genes 

DNA 

Inherited traits 

Learned behaviors 

  

Students will be able to describe 

a given organism and be able to 

place it with other organisms 

that have similar characteristics. 

 

 

Screenplays that explain how the 

organism got out of control and 

how it was eliminated. 

 

 

 

Students will be able to 

differentiate between inherited 

traits and learned behaviors. 
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GRASP 

 

Culminating Activity:  GRASPS activity 

 

GRASPS 

 

Goal:  To make a science fiction movie based on a living organism from one of the five kingdoms.   

 

 

Role:  Writers, set designers, directors, actors   

 

 

Audience:  Elementary school students   

 

 

 

Scenario:  Students will use all of the knowledge that they have gained about classification and genetics to write a screenplay for a sci-fi movie 

about a specific organism.   The movies must be based on real scientific facts about characteristics of the organism, what it needs to survive and 

thrive, what is detrimental to it, and what happens to the offspring when it reproduces.  After the screenplays are written and approved by the 

producer (the teacher), the students are to design sets, props, costumes, etc.  Then it’s lights, camera, action!  The teacher will video the 

students’ sci-fi movies.  When filming wraps, there must be a screening party where the students will be able to see the creative works of their 

classmates as well as their own.  Keeping true to Hollywood tradition, there must also be an awards ceremony!  Allow students to vote on best 

film, best set design, best screenplay, best actor and best actress.  Each student must write an acceptance speech in anticipation of having to 

read it in front of the class when the votes are counted and the winners are announced at the class awards ceremony!    

 

 

Product:  A super-cool sci-fi movie!   
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TASK  

 

Lesson Title:  Where Do I Fit In? 

Essential Question:  How is scientific classification similar to solving a puzzle?   

Teacher Instructions:  Students will be divided into groups with each group assigned to a group of organisms that have like characteristics. 

For example, one group might choose birds and list several kinds of birds in their project. Another group might choose trees and list different 

kinds of trees and what they have in common. The teacher will provide each group with a blank poster that is in the shape of a jigsaw puzzle 

piece.  (*Note to teacher- Make sure that your poster jigsaw pieces will all fit together, so that at the end of the activity the children can put 

the pieces together to complete a puzzle for All Living Things.)  Each group will become the “experts” for their assigned group.  They are to 

use their science text books, the internet, encyclopedias, and books of non-fiction to conduct research.  Each group’s puzzle piece poster 

should have the title, a list of organisms that fall into that group, and a list of characteristics that are common to those organisms and thus 

placed them into that category.  Illustrations of organisms should also be included on the puzzle piece.  Groups will present their puzzle 

pieces to the class.  After each group has presented, they will fit their puzzle pieces together to complete a puzzle so that they can see how all 

of the pieces come together as All Living Things!    

 

 

 

 

Assessment:  The teacher and the students will determine if the groups fulfilled the requirements for the puzzle pieces. 

 

Enrichment/Extension/Homework:  One very beneficial extension activity would be for students to place pictures of organisms on the correct 

piece of the completed puzzle.  The students must explain to the class why they placed their given picture on the piece that they selected.  An 

enrichment activity would be to have students write “Who Am I?” riddles about organisms and have their classmates determine what the 

organism is.  
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TASK 

 

 

 

Lesson Title:  I’m A Natural! 

Essential Question:  What about me did I inherit from my parents, and what characteristics of mine have I learned? 

Teacher Instructions:  The teacher will read aloud the book, Stellaluna.  As a class, the students will complete one large Venn Diagram listing 

all of the similarities and differences between Stellaluna and her adopted bird family.  This will lead to a discussion as to what characteristics 

are inherited and which ones are learned behaviors.  For example, Stellaluna inherited the ability to see in the darkness, but eating fruit is a 

learned behavior. 

 

 

Assessment:  Thoroughness of class Venn Diagram 

 

Enrichment/Extension/Homework:  Guess Who’s Coming to Dinner!  Suggest that students invite a friend / classmate over to their house for 

dinner.  Have the friend make observations and take notes as to what characteristics are inherited (hair color, eye color, freckles, etc), and 

what are learned behaviors such as mannerisms and ways of speaking.  Have the students share that information with the rest of the class. 
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TASK 

 

 

 

Lesson Title:  Hollywood Here I Come! 

Essential Question:  What makes a particular organism survive and thrive, and what is detrimental to it? 

Teacher Instructions:  Teacher will read aloud the book The Fungus That Ate My School.  Students will be encouraged to make connections 

with what they hear in the story with the information they learned from their jigsaw puzzle activity.   

 

Assessment:  After reading The Fungus That Ate My School, the students should be able to answer the following questions: 

 What conditions allowed the fungus to thrive? 

 What do you call a fungus expert? 

 How does one get rid of fungi? 

  

 

Enrichment/Extension/Homework:  The following extension activity leads directly into the GRASP of this framework.  Have students get 

back into their groups from the jigsaw puzzle activity.  Each group is to choose one specific organism from their project.  They are to write a 

screenplay for a science fiction movie based upon that organism taking over their school.  The screenplays must include facts pertaining to the 

basic characteristics of the organism, what that organism needs to survive and thrive in a given environment, what we can expect from the 

offspring of that organism, and what is detrimental to that organism.  Students are encouraged to be as creative as possible with their 

screenplays as long as the true scientific facts are established.    
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TEACHER RESOURCES  

 
 

Additional Children’s Literature: 

 

Science Detectives:  How Scientists Solved Six Real-Life Mysteries by the editors of YES Magazine  ISBN 978-0618-49641-9 (NSTA 

Recommends)  

The Human Story:  Our Evolution from Prehistoric Ancestors to Today by Christopher Sloan.  ISBN 0-7922-6325-1 (NSTA Recommends) 

Outside and Inside Killer Bees by Sandra Markle.  ISBN 0-8027-8906-4 (NSTA Recommends) 

The Woods Scientist (Scientists in the Field) by Stephen R. Swinburne.  ISBN 0-618-04602-X  (NSTA Recommends) 

 

 

Web Resources: 

 

www.cdc.gov 

www.edf.org 

www.ucmp.berkeley.edu 

www.biologycorner.com 

www.smithsonianeducation.org 

 

 

Additional Teacher Resources: 
 

Picture Perfect Science Lessons, Ansberry & Morgan, NSTA Press, Chapters 11 & 12, ISBN 978-0-87355-243-1 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 


